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Question 1
Question Type: MultipleChoice

A developer working on a multi country site is asked to store country specific data that drives the creation of a country selector.

Examples of the data stored are:

* Pricebook to be used

* Image URL for country flag

The data used in staging also applies in production, but only for this site.

Which approach should the developer take to implement these requirements?

Options: 
A) Extend the Locale System Object to contain the custom data for each country.

B) Create a replicable, site-specific Custom Object with the custom data for each country.

C) Create site-specific content assets to store the data for each country.

Answer: 
B



Question 2
Question Type: MultipleChoice

A merchant wants to obtain an export file that contains all the products .assigned to their Storefront catalog. They do not know how to

achieve this easily without manual processing, so asked their developer to help Generate this. The merchant s Instance setup is as

follows:

* They have one Master catalog and one storefront catalog.

* Some, but not all, of the products in the Master catalog are assigned to categories within the Storefront catalog.

Which method allows the developer to generate the export for the merchant?

Options: 
A) Using the Catalog Import and Export module, export the Master catalog with a category-assignment search to export specific

B) Using the Site Import and Export module, export both the Site catalog and the Master catalog in a single archive.

C) Using the Site Import and Export module, export the Master catalog filtered by the site catalog categories to export specific products.

Answer: 



C

Question 3
Question Type: MultipleChoice

The developer has been given the following business requirement:

* The shipping method, Free Standard Ground Shipping' has an exclusion for products *lth category equals or is child of electronics-

televisions.'

* The marketing department has scheduled a sale offering a ''Free Standard Ground Shipping'' method for brand XyzTv televisions for

the next 3 months.

What method accomplishes this while following best practices?

Options: 
A) Extend the code in cartridge/models/shipping/shippingMethod.js using module, super Module and add an exception for the specified

brand.

B) Extend the CheckoutShippingservices controller using module.superModule and add an exception for the specified brand

C) Create an allow list for the existing shipping method by adding a product exclusion for 'brand equals XyzTV' to the exclusion list for

'Free Standard Ground Shipping.'



Answer: 
C

Question 4
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Given the requirements:

* To show the washing Instructions for a clothing product on a dedicated section the detail page

* Washing instructions come from the product Information manager (PIM)

* To have this attribute available to localize in the Storefront

Which action must these requirements?

Options: 
A) Create a custom attribute on the product system object and set it as localizable.

B) Add a resource file for every locale for which the attribute needs to be translated.



C) set the product system object type as localizable.

Answer: 
A

Question 5
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Given the sandbox with:

* Service configured and assigned to its profile and credential

* A code version that uses that service

And given the requirement to limit the number of success or error calls the code can perform to a restricted number of calls per second.

Which configuration should the developer perform?

Options: 
A) Set the service as limited and change the services profile site preferences with the required values.



B) Set the rate limiter in the service profile and configure its values with the ones required.

C) Set a new quota limit for the service profile and assign the service to it.

Answer: 
B

Question 6
Question Type: MultipleChoice

A merchant uploads an image using the Content Image Upload module of Business Manager.

Which three modules can the merchant or developer use to display the image on the Storefront7

Choose 3 answers

Options: 
A) ISML templates

B) Content assets



C) Storefront catalogs

D) Content slots

E) Payment types

Answer: 
B, C, D

Question 7
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Business Manager has the configuration:

* Active Log category is 'root'

* Log level of WARN

The code below is executing:

var log = Logger.getLogger('products');

Using this information, which two logs will be written?

Choose 2 answers



Options: 
A) log.warn('This is a warn message');

B) log.error('This is an error message');

C) log.info('This is an info message');

D) log.debugfThis is a debug message');

Answer: 
A, C
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